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HMI Weintek MT6071iE
The HMI panel by Weintek MT6071iE with preloaded software by Smart Motor Devices is intended for
easy control of stepper and DC brushless and brush drives with controllers SMSD, BMSD and BLSD
series.

· The control of a drive is provided via serial interface RS-485.
· Ready software for SMSD, BLSD and BMSD controllers is already loaded into the HMI. Graphic

interface is simple and user-friendly.
· Color touch-sensitive high quality TFT LCD display is light-intensified and high-contrast, with

high resolution, wide view angle and long lifetime. It provides easy and pleasant work.
· HMI Weintek have small sizes and high reliability.

Full documentation for MT6071iE is available at manufacturer’s web-site http://www.weintek.com

Technical parameters of MT6071iE

Power supply: 24VDC

Display: 7” TFT, resolution 800x480, 16M colors

Weight: 0,6kg

I/O: COM2 and COM3 – RS-485 (4w and 2w), COM1 – RS-232, USB host 2.0

Getting started

1. Prepare the connection of a motor controller (SMSD, BMSD or BLSD) according it’s using manual.

2. Secure the panel in position, using all the
fastening holes and the provided brackets and
screws.

3. Connect a power supply unit 24VDC to the
terminals “+” and “-“ at the down side of
MT6071iE.

4. Connect an interface cable to the connector COM2/COM3 at the down side of MT6071iE.

For connection use 9 pin, female, D-sub connector.

Pin № COM2 (SMSD controllers) Pin № COM3 (BLSD and BMSD controllers)
1 Data – (Line B) 6 Data – (Line B)
2 Data + (Line A) 9 Data + (Line A)
5 Signal ground 5 Signal ground
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5. Connect interface data lines to input RS-485 of a motor controller:

· For SMSD controllers use pin 1 (Data – , connect to the line B of the controller), pin 2 (Data +,
connect to the line A of the controller) and pin 5 (connect to signal ground of the controller).

· For BLSD and BMSD controllers use pin 6 (Data – , connect to the line B of the controller), pin 9
(Data +, connect to the line A of the controller) and pin 5 (connect to signal ground of the
controller).

6. Turn the power on. In a few seconds MT6071iE will be loaded and the start screen will appear:

Control of stepper drives with controllers SMSD series

Chose “SMSD” from a start screen of the
panel. The control menu will appear:

· Simple control,
· Direct control,
· Load program.

“Simple control” is used for simple motions
with minimum of parameters – rotation
speed, acceleration, direction and
displacement.

“Direct control” is used for control of the
stepper drive in a real time mode. Each of
set commands are transferred and executed
by the controller immediately.

“Load program” is used for assembling of motion algorithms – sequences of commands compose a
program which is loaded to the memory of the controller for the further use.

Simple control

Simple control is chosen for primitive motions with a minimum of parameters.
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Chose “Simple control” from the menu. The next screen will appear:

On the screen:

1. In the top part of the screen chose the communication interface “COM2 RS485”:

2. Chose a manner of data transmitting to the controller: “use direct control mode” or “use program
load mode”:

· When “use direct control mode” is chosen, all commands will be transferred  to controller and
executed one by one, without saving into the controller’s memory. This mode enlarges a
lifetime of the controller’s memory EEPROM. Note, that using this mode the button STOP will
not stop the motion, the motor status is not shown on the screen.

· When “use program load mode” is chosen, the commands will be transferred as a little
execution program, which is saved to the controller’s memory EEPROM first and then executed.
Every start of the motor will re-load the program into the controller’s memory. When this mode
is chosen, the motor status (run or stop) is displayed on the screen.

3. Insert motion parameters: start speed  (steps/sec), acceleration

(steps/sec2), work speed  (steps/sec), displacement value  (steps). To
change the values touch a white area of the parameter.

4. Use control buttons to start or stop the motion :

 - start motion in a forward direction for a specified displacement value.
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 - start continuous motion in a forward direction (displacement value is not used).

 - start motion in a backward direction for a specified displacement value.

 - start continuous motion in a backward direction (displacement value is not used).

Direct control

Direct control mode is used for control of a stepper drive in a real-time basis. Every command is
transferred and executed by the controller as soon as an appropriate button is pressed.

Chose “Direct control” from the menu. The next screen will appear:

Chose the communication interface COM2 RS485.

To send a command to the controller press one of command buttons on the screen. If the command
needs a parameter, touch the screen on a white area close to the button and insert the needed value.
Please, see the chapter “Commands of controllers SMSD series” for commands description.

Every set command is appeared in the history list at the right side of the screen. To clear the list press
the “Clear history” button.

When the command is transferred to the controller it is shown in the bottom of the screen in a transfer
status area:
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The command code is shown in a “Command” field. Normally if the data transfer is ok, the controller
sends the reply, which is shown in a “Reply” field. The reply consists of a command repeating and
command status. If the command is accepted, the command status will be “E10*”.

Load program

Load program mode is used for control of a stepper drive according some algorithm, other words some
sequence of commands, which are stored in the controller memory and executed one after another.

Chose “Load program” from the menu. The next screen will appear:

Chose the communication interface COM2 RS485.

To chose a command press a corresponding button. If the command needs a parameter, touch the
screen on a white area close to the button and insert the needed value. Please, see the chapter
“Commands of controllers SMSD series” for commands description.

As the button is pressed, the corresponding command will be added to the command list at the right
side of the screen.

To assemble a motion program add to the list a sequence of the commands. Afterwards the commands
will be transferred to the controller and executed sequentially one by another as they are appeared in
the command list.

To transfer the list of commands to the controller press the button “Send command list”. To clear the
list of command press the button “Clear command list”.

For start commands loading into the controller the first command “LD” is needed. To end the program
the command “ED” is needed. The commands after “LD” before “ED” will be saved into the controller’s
memory as a button “Send command list” will be pressed.

If the command “BG” is set after “LD” command, the program will be started from a beginning. If the
command “BG” will not be added, the commands will be add to the end of a program, which is already
stored in the controller.
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To start the program execution add to the list and send to the controller “ST” command.

Some examples:

Program Description
LD
BG
EN
SD100
MV1000
ED

“LD” command sets start of loading commands to the controller.
“BG” command means, that it is a new program and command are added to the begin.
“EN” means turn on the motor phases
“SD100” – work speed 100 steps/sec
“MV1000” – means move to 1000 steps
“ED” – means end the program
If now the button “Send command list” is pressed, this program will be transferred and
saved into the controller’s memory.

ST “ST” – start the program execution. If now the button “Send command list” is pressed,
the program, which is currently stored in the controller’s memory, will start.

ST “ST” – if the command will be transferred to the controller during the previous program
is in execution progress, it will be stopped.

LD

RS
SD300
MV2000
ED
ST

“LD” command sets start of loading commands to the controller . As the command “BG”
is not set, the next commands will be added to the previous commands.
“RS” – reverse
“SD300” – work speed 300 steps/sec
“MV2000” – means move to 2000 steps
“ED” – means end the program
“ST” – start the program execution
If now the button “Send command list” is pressed, this part of program will be
transferred and saved into the controller’s memory – to the end of the previous
program. The program execution will start from a beginning as the command “ST” is
added to the command list and transferred to the controller.

When the commands are transferred to the controller they are shown in the bottom of the screen in a
transfer status area:

The command code is shown in a “Command” field. Normally if the data transfer is ok, the controller
sends the reply, which is shown in a “Reply” field. The reply consists of a command repeating and
command status. If the command is accepted, the command status will be “E10*”.

Commands of controllers SMSD series

Below is the commands list for controllers SMSD series.

Command Button
picture

Command
code Description

Start/Stop ST

The command is used to start or stop the execution of the
program. If the program is executing, the command stop it.
If the controller is in a standby mode, the command start the
saved program.
Parameter: the command can accept the parameter “1” in
order to keep compatibility for old versions of controllers.
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Load LD

Start to load the program into the controller’s memory. All
commands, which are transferred after this command will be
assembled into an execution program for further saving into
the EEPROM of the controller. The program is saved into the
memory after receiving of “ED” command.
Parameter: the command can accept the parameter “1” in
order to keep compatibility for old versions of controllers.

End program ED

End of the execution program or temporary buffer.
After receiving of this command all commands which are
transferred after “LD” command before “ED” command will
be saved into the memory of the controller as an execution
program.
After receiving of this command all commands which are
transferred after “LB” command before “ED” command will
be saved into the temporary buffer.

Program
begin BG

The command set the beginning of the execution program or
a temporary block of commands. If the command “BG” is not
set, the commands between “LD” and “ED” (or “LB” and
“ED”) will be added to the end of the program or temporary
block. It is used together with “LD” or “LB” command.

Load to
buffer LB

The command is used in a direct control mode. Start to save
commands into the temporary buffer. All commands, which
are transferred after this command will be assembled into an
execution block. The block is saved into the temporary buffer
after receiving of “ED” command. The block of commands
could be executed in a direct control mode by calling “SB”
command. The buffer of commands is cleared after reset or
turn of the power of the controller.

Start from
buffer SB

Use in a direct control mode. Start the commands execution
from a temporary buffer of the controller.
Parameter: cycles number, the min value 1, max 255 – the
parameter means how many times the block of commands in
a temporary buffer will be executed.

Enable EN Turn on the power of motor phases. Any motion is possible
only if this command is set.

Disable DS Turn off the power of motor phases. Any motion is
impossible after this command is set.

Motion left DL Set the direction of rotation “left”. The motion after this
command will be executed in this direction.

Motion right DR Set the direction of rotation “right”. The motion after this
command will be executed in this direction.

Reverse RS Reverse the motion direction. The motion after this
command will be executed in the opposite direction.

Start speed SS

The start speed of the motion – it is used only if acceleration
value AL≠0. The command is used just at start of rotation –
the motor accelerates (decelerates) to the work speed value,
which is set by “SD” command.
Parameter: min 1, max 2000, units are steps/sec.

Acceleration AL
Acceleration (if set value >0) or deceleration (if set value
<0) of the motion. The motor accelerates or decelerates
from start (SS) or current speed to the work speed value,
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which is set by “SD” command.
Parameter: min -1000, max 1000, units are steps/sec 2.

Work speed SD Set work speed of the motion.
Parameter: min 1, max 10000, units are steps/sec.

Displacement MV The command defines the motion displacement.
Parameter: min 1, max 10 000 000, units are steps.

Continuous
movement MV The command is set continuous endless motion.

Home HM Motion to a home position. The command set the motion
while a “Home” (“0”) signal is not set.

Move till high
signal MH

The meaning of the command depends on a version of the
SMSD controller. Please, refer to the SMSD manual for
details. 2 versions are possible:
1. The command starts the motion till signal to the input
IN2.
Parameter: ignored.
2. The command starts the motion till the signal high level to
the input number, which is set by the parameter.
Parameter: input number, min value is 1, max value is 4.

Move till low
signal ML

The meaning of the command depends on a version of the
SMSD controller. Please, refer to the SMSD manual for
details. 2 versions are possible:
1. The command starts the motion till signal to the input
IN1.
Parameter: ignored.
2. The command starts the motion till the signal low level to
the input number, which is set by the parameter.
Parameter: input number, min value is 1, max value is 4

Set pause SP
Set pause.
Parameter: pause length, min value is 1, max value is
10 000 000 units are sec.

Wait high
signal WH

The meaning of the command depends on a version of the
SMSD controller. Please, refer to the SMSD manual for
details. 2 versions are possible:
1. The command stops the motion or program execution till
signal to the input IN2.
Parameter: ignored.
2. The command stops the motion or program execution till
the signal high level to the input number, which is set by the
parameter.
Parameter: input number, min value is 1, max value is 4

Wait low
signal WL

The meaning of the command depends on a version of the
SMSD controller. Please, refer to the SMSD manual for
details. 2 versions are possible:
1. The command stops the motion or program execution till
signal to the input IN1.
Parameter: ignored.
2. The command stops the motion or program execution till
the signal low level to the input number, which is set by the
parameter.
Parameter: input number, min value is 1, max value is 4
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Set signal SF
Set the signal to the output.
Parameter: output number, min value is 1, max value is 4 (it
is ignored for minor versions of SMSD controllers).

Clear signal CF
Clear the signal from the output.
Parameter: output number, min value is 1, max value is 4 (it
is ignored for minor versions of SMSD controllers).

Cycle label LL
The command is used for a load program mode only. It is set
the beginning of a cycle which should be repeated several
times. It is used together with “JP” command.

Repeat cycle JP

The command is used for a load program mode only. It is set
the end of a cycle and start repeating the cycle defined
number times. It is used together with “LL” command.
Parameter:  cycle repeating number, min value is 1, max
value is 255.

The command code is shown in a “Command” field. Normally if the data transfer is ok, the controller
sends the reply, which is shown in a “Reply” field. The reply consists of a command repeating and
command status. Command status can be one of the next:

· “E10*” - means that the command is accepted for execution.
· “E15*”  - means data transmission error.
· “E14*” – program execution end.
· “E16*” – the command is incorrect (for example, if transfer “LD” command twice).
· “E19” – the command data is incorrect (check the parameter value of the command).

Please, refer to the controller SMSD manual for details about data communication interface.

Control of DC brush and brushless drives with controllers BLSD and BMSD series

Chose “BLSD and BMSD” from a start screen of the panel. The next screen will appear:

BLSD and BMSD controllers are connected to COM3 RS485 input of the panel.

The screen shows 5 areas:

· Motor parameters  – to set the drive characteristics;
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· Operation parameters – to set the motion parameters;
· Motion control – buttons to start, stop and set direction of motion;
· Feedback – shows the feedback information: motor revolutions counter – counts the motor

rotates – the positive value in a forward direction and negative value in a backward direction;
speed stabilization (stabilized or not), real current speed and direction;

· Command transfer status – shows the command (first field with 5 bytes values) and the
controller reply (next field with 5 bytes values).

The “Motor parameter” section consists of two parameters:

o “Address (ID)” – it is a communication address of the controller. Touch a grey field to insert the
correct value.

o “Encoder (puls/rev)” – it is the feedback resolution. Enter the pulses number which is equal to
one motor revolution.

Press “Apply” button below the motor parameters to transfer the dada to the controller. If the data is
successfully transferred to the controller, the status “Command transfer ok” with a green label will
appear in the bottom of the screen.

The “Operation parameters” section contains the motion characteristics: motion direction, speed,
acceleration and deceleration values. Enter motion target values and press the button “Apply” below
the “Operation parameters” section. These data will be transferred to the controller. See the data
transfer status in the bottom of the screen.

“Motion control” section has 4 buttons for motion start, stop and set a direction.

 - This button sends a start command to the controller. If the correct ≠0 motion speed was set,
the motor will start a rotation.

 - This button sends a stop command to the controller. The motor will decelerate and finally stop.

 - This button sends two commands – direction forward and motion start.

 - This button sends two commands – direction backward and motion start.

Press the appropriate buttons to control the motor motion. The motion parameters can be changed
during the motion – insert the needed values and press “Apply” button to change motor speed,
acceleration, deceleration or rotation direction.


